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Abstract: 
Tanzania still faces the problem of water borne diseases despite the use of disinfectants and 
boiling water which consumes energy, leads to environmental destruction, cause diseases due to 
the intake of smoke and money wastage. As a result we have come up with a way which is natural 
and environmental friendly to disinfect water. The method is the usage of sun’s energy. 

Method: 
The objectives of the experiment are: 
Identification of the number of people infected by waterborne diseases in the previous year. 
Identification of disease causing microorganism, in the sample taken for experimentation. 
1. Identification of the number of people infected by waterborne diseases 
               A research was done on the number of Individuals who are infected with waterborne diseases like Dysentry, 
typhoid, diarrhea and cholera from 2017 to 2018. 
The data was obtained from “Kitete Referal Hospital” in Tabora Tanzania. 
2. Identification of disease causing microorganism, in the sample taken for experimentation. 
A sample of water is taken from a pond {still water} and examined for the presence of microorganism. The 
microorganisms in the sample were then identified by their nature, presence and percentage by using portable 
Incubator. 
3. Experimentation 
The sample is kept under the sun for disinfection. 
In this step the sample is distributed into four different containers which will be exposed to the sun to absorb the sun’s 
energy. One container will be removed each day. 

Results: 
According to the Information above, it is seen that people are suffering from different waterborne diseases. 
Identification of disease causing microorganism, in the sample taken for experimentation. 
     A sample of water is taken from a pond {still water} and examined for the presence of microorganism. The 
microorganisms in the sample were then identified by their nature, presence and percentage by using portable Incubator. 
The results above show that the three water samples have a good result when placed to the sun for two days and above. 
The second Sample was placed to the sun for two days, the third sample for three days and the fourth Sample for four days. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Conclusion: 
 The aim of this experiment is to come up with a way which is natural and environmental friendly to disinfect water. Some 
people still use un boiled drinking water perhaps because they cannot afford the cost of  fuel  when boiling water, So we 
advice them to use solar  energy which is inexhaustible and environmental friendly by simply placing water sun to absorb the 
solar  energy  for two days and above. 
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